OneBlink adds Global Distribution via AWS Marketplace
Sydney, 5th April, 2021 – OneBlink, Australia's leading Low-code Application Development Platform (LCAP), was
today admitted to Amazon Web Services (AWS) Marketplace.

Beginning initially with it’s LcS (or Low-code Suite) Starter Service, OneBlink can now provide customers a seamless transition from it’s 60-day Free
Trial, to ‘month-to-month’ SaaS billing direct on their AWS account, regardless of where they are in the world. Prior to the initiative, software buyers
would have had to contract separately with OneBlink for a subscription to LcS.

“OneBlink is proud to announce the launch of LcS in AWS Marketplace”, OneBlink C.E.O Darren Besgrove said.

“As an Australian headquartered ISV we’re excited about the expansion opportunities we can develop through AWS Marketplace, both across ANZ
and those parts of the world where we don’t have direct representation. Being aligned with AWS, we continue to innovate our product set and we’re
pleased to be part of the program.”

Deepening the relationship with AWS, OneBlink adds Marketplace as yet another AWS achievement, coming on the back of its long-standing AWS
competencies within Mobile and Government, and it’s inclusion in both AWS’ Public Sector and SaaS Programs.

OneBlink joins more than 1,000 companies on AWS Marketplace for SaaS products.

About OneBlink
OneBlink is an Australian-headquartered ISV who has built it’s Low-code Application Development Platform on the back of AWS’ global infrastructure,
and has been an AWS Advanced Technology Partner since 2015.

Combining low/no-code smart forms, mobile and web app builders, with powerful developer-centric tools for integrations and workflow, IoT, API
management, hosting and No-ops deployment, OneBlink is a proven solution for mid-large enterprises and government agencies seeking to digitally
transform or optimise a range of business processes.

Beyond AWS accreditations for Mobile and Government, OneBlink was awarded Cloud World Forum’s “Best Enterprise Mobility Solution - 2015” in
London.

https://www.oneblink.io/
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